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Temperature dependent spectroscopic studies of the electron delocalization
dynamics of excited Ce ions in the wide band gap insulator, Lu 2SiO5
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Electron delocalization processes of optically excited states of Ce31 impurities in Lu2SiO5 were
investigated by means of a temperature and spectrally resolved photoconductivity study. By
monitoring separately the strength of the photocurrent resulting from excitation into each of the
Ce31 5d absorption bands, over a broad temperature region, three different delocalization processes,
namely direct photoionization, thermal ionization, and tunneling, have been identified. The relative
probabilities and temperature dependencies of each of these processes are discussed. The observed
exponential temperature increase in the photocurrent, which spans six orders of magnitude, allows
for the exact placement of the lowest energy 5d levels of the Ce31 ions within the band gap. For
Lu2SiO5 :Ce31, the lowest 5d state is determined to be 0.45 eV below the conduction band edge.
© 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1603337#
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Electron delocalization processes involving optically e
cited transition metal (3d) or lanthanide (4f ) impurity ions
in wide band gap insulators play a central role in determin
the utility of insulating materials in various technical app
cations, such as in scintillators, phosphors, and tunable s
state lasers. For the 5d excited states of lanthanides, deloca
ization can result in the total quenching of the luminesce
and appears to be directly related to the precise locatio
the exited 5d states relative to the intrinsic bands of th
crystalline host.1,2 One way of locating the impurity ion
ground state relative to the conduction band~CB! edge is to
deduce the photoionization threshold energy from the on
of photoconductivity.3–5 These onsets, however, are inhe
ently difficult to define and can be easily misinterpreted.
this letter, we show that, instead of using the photoionizat
threshold energy, the energy level structure of the impu
ion can be determined with more precision using the te
perature dependence of thermal ionization from the low
5d state to the CB edge.

A 1031030.5 mm Ce-doped Lu2SiO5 crystal was
mounted between two 90% transparent nickel mesh e
trodes and two sapphire plates. Photocurrents were meas
with a femtoampere stability using a Keitley 6517A ele
trometer. 1000 V was applied across the electrodes using
stabilized voltage supply of the same electrometer. Temp
ture control was achieved by using a cold finger, liquid
trogen, a cartridge heater, a thermocouple, and a proporti
integral differential controller. Tunable monochromatic lig
was provided by a 300 W cw xenon lamp and a 0.15
monochromator. Photoconductivity~PC! and photostimu-
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lated luminescence~PSL! excitation spectra were correcte
for the spectral intensity distribution of the excitation sourc

Lu2SiO5 :Ce31 has been studied extensively since
successful use as a scintillating material in positron emiss
tomography scanners.6–8 It is useful to compare PC spectr
with the absorption, excitation, and luminescence spec
Both absorption and luminescence properties are domin
by the vibronically broadened@Xe#4 f 1↔5d1 transitions lo-
calized on the Ce31 ion. As an impurity in Lu2SiO5 , Ce31

ions reside in both of the two crystallographically-distinct L
sites.7 The Ce31 ions residing on the smaller Lu sites (Ce1)
show efficient 5d→4 f emission around 370 nm upon exc
tation into any of the crystalline field components of the 5d
excited manifold@see Fig. 1~a!#. Luminescence from the ion
occupying the larger Lu sites (Ce2) is significantly quenched
at room temperature and appears as a weak shoulder o
long wavelength side of the stronger Ce1 emission@see Fig.
1~b!#. The corresponding excitation spectrum of this shoul
displays, besides the intrinsic Ce1 5d states, additional
Ce2-related 4f→5d transitions; the most intense of these
denoted by the vertical dashed line in Fig. 1~b!, and the
transitions to the lowest 5d level of the Ce1 and Ce2 ions
appear as a distinct doublet. The photoconductivity~PC!
spectrum@Fig. 1~c!# also shows this doublet structure; th
lowest energy PC band is located at the same energy a
Ce2 excitation band. It can therefore be concluded that,
contrast to the luminescence and the excitation proper
that are dominated by the Ce1 ions, the PC properties show
contributions from both types of Ce31 ions. At room tem-
perature, all localized 4f→5d transitions on Ce31 undergo
delocalization processes which lead to photoconductiv
0 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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the origin and temperature dependence of these proce
will be considered next.

Figures 2~a! and 2~b! display PC spectra as a function
temperature between 133 and 433 K, in incremental step
20 K. At low temperatures and as expected, a signific
photocurrent can only be observed upon excitation into
higher energy 5d states~bands c and d!. When the tempera
ture is raised, excitation into the lowest energy 5d states
~bands a and b! also begins to induce a photocurrent. T
temperature dependence shown in Fig. 2 was reported p
ously and has been attributed to the ionization of 5d states
located within the conduction band and to a thermally stim
lated process involving 5d states located just below the co
duction band.1 In previous studies on this and on other dop
insulators,3–5 the onset of the photocurrent at low tempe

FIG. 1. PSL excitation and emission spectra of Ce1 ions ~a! and Ce1 plus
Ce2 ions ~b! in Lu2SiO5 . The photocurrent excitation spectrum~c! is fitted
with 6 Gaussians~a,b,c,d,...! to estimate the strengths of the PC bands
sociated with absorption into the different 5d states. All spectra were re
corded at 293 K.

FIG. 2. Photocurrent excitation spectra of Lu2SiO5 :Ce31 between 133 and
433 K. Note that they-axis scale units of Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! are the same.
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ture has been interpreted as representing the energy from
Ce31 ground state to the CB edge. By this method, a value
3.5 eV was estimated for the Ce1 ion in Lu2SiO5 .1 Besides
the fact that onsets are difficult to determine accurately
consistently, our data demonstrate that the direct transi
from the ground state to the CB is not observed, inste
photoionization is always preceded by a transition to a loc
ized state of the impurity ion.

The rich nature of the spectroscopic features of our d
allows for a far more detailed analysis of the temperat
dependence. For a given temperature, the strength of
photocurrent resulting from the excitation into each of thed
bands~the PC bands! was estimated by a Gaussian fittin
procedure, as exemplified in Fig. 1~c!. The variation with
temperature of the strengths of these PC bands is plotte
an Arrhenius diagram in Fig. 3.

The temperature dependencies of the strengths of
lowest energy PC bands of both Ce ions~bands a and b! are
practically identical and are represented by a single cu
~a/b! in Fig. 3. The functional form of this dependence m
be approximated byC11C2•exp(2DE1 /kT). Below 225 K,
the exponential termC2•exp(2DE1 /kT) is insignificant com-
pared to the temperature independent contribution (C1),
which we assign to an electron tunneling process to adja
Ce41 ions. Above 225 K, the photocurrent shows an exp
nential increase over six orders of magnitude which is due
thermally stimulated ionization processes from the low
Ce31 5d state to the CB~process 2, Fig. 3!. From a fit of the
a andb data, an activation energy ofDE150.4560.02 eV is
found, which we interpret as the energy separation betw
the CB bottom and the lowest Ce31 5d state. We note tha
the activation energies for the Ce1 and Ce2 ions have the
same value, indicating that the lowest 5d states for these ions
are located at the same energy below the CB bottom.

The temperature dependence of the strengths of
higher lying PC bands,c andd, arising from excitation into
the higher lying 5d states resonant with the CB, i
more complicated, and can be well fitted toC31C2

•exp(2DE1 /kT)1C4•exp(2DE2 /kT). Above room tempera-

-

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the strengths of the individual PC b
in Ce-doped Lu2SiO5 . The inset shows the relevant energy levels and
associated delocalisation processes:~1! direct ionization;~2! thermal ioniza-
tion from the lowest 5d level; ~3! formation of the Ce-bound exciton;~4!
thermal dissociation of the Ce-bound exciton; and~5! 5d→4f radiative or
nonradiative relaxation.
se or copyright; see http://apl.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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ture, curvesc and d have essentially the same slope
curvesa andb, indicating that the same energy barrierDE1

controls their temperature dependence. This is attribute
the fact that pumping into the higher 5d levels predomi-
nantly results in the population of the lowest 5d level, from
which the same ionization processes described byC11C2

•exp(2DE1 /kT) occurs. In addition, a direct ionization pro
cess~process 1, Fig. 3! occurs from the higher 5d levels
(C18). Together, these two processes give a temperature
dependent termC35C11C18 . If this temperature indepen
dent contribution is subtracted, curves c8 and d8 ~Fig. 3! are
obtained that clearly reveal an additional exponential te
@C4•exp(2DE2 /kT)# reflecting a second thermally stimu
lated process with a smaller energy barrier,DE250.08 eV.
Since this temperature dependence is absent in the ca
excitation to the lowest 5d level, this process can be ex
plained as the formation~process 3, Fig. 3! and subsequen
thermal dissociation~process 4, Fig. 3! of a Ce-bound exci-
ton, 0.08 eV below the CB bottom. This excito
Ce411electron in the CB, appears in the course of the rel
ation of an electron from the levels in the CB: before t
electron becomes strongly bound to Ce31 in the lowest 5d
state, a short-lived weakly bound state with a higher ene
is formed involving Ce41 and CB states. This can expla
the observed smaller thermal activation barrier of 0.08
Such an excited state is referred to as an impurity trap
exciton.4,9 From this study, it is clear that the temperatu
dependence of the photoconductivity provides valuable
formation about these exciton states.

The temperature signature of the different PC bands~see
Fig. 3! directly provides us with the relative probabilities
the different delocalization processes involved. Absolute v
ues, however, are hard to derive but may be estimated
relating PC data with luminescence data. The Ce31 ion in the
lowest 5d state can decay by thermal ionization@rate s
•exp(2DE1 /kT)] as described earlier~process 2 in Fig. 3!, by
radiative or by nonradiative 5d→4 f relaxation~process 5 in
Fig. 3!. Below 300 K, the thermal ionization efficiency in
creases exponentially by more than three orders of ma
tude~see Fig. 3! while the integrated luminescence intens
remains unchanged.10 Above 300 K, luminescence starts
quench rapidly and approaches values close to zero aro
425 K10 while the exponential rise in PC intensity remai
oaded 17 Aug 2010 to 131.180.130.114. Redistribution subject to AIP licen
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unaffected in this temperature range~see Fig. 3!. Clearly no
signature of any luminescence temperature quenching
cess is present in the PC data. The thermal ionization pro
seems to have a negligible effect on the population of thed
states so that the thermal ionization rate, even at the hig
measured temperature~433 K!, must still be smaller than the
5d→4 f relaxation rate. Since the Ce31 radiative rate is
known,;108 s21, this allows us to put an upper limit to th
value of s of 1013 s21. This rate is comparable with th
values found fors from thermoluminescence studies.11

Finally from curves c and d in Fig. 3 we note that th
direct ionization process ~which gives rise to the
temperature-independent component! is in turn 3–4 orders of
magnitude weaker than the thermal ionization process at
K. The weakness of the direct photoionization process m
be related to the fact that the process results in the genera
of a single hot electron into the CB with a kinetic energy
the order of 1 eV and with a concomitant amount of mome
tum. Since single photons have little or no momentum,
small probability of direct photoionization may reflect th
absence of momentum conservation in the process.
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